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Foreign Review


Volume 1, Jan 1828


**ForR 12**, Present State of Turkey, 275-299, **Iakobs Rizos Neroulos**. Sunday Times attributed article to a Fanariot Greek who was an interpreter; the article itself further describes the author. Both descriptions fit Neroulos. Eileen M. Curran, *VPR* 24 (1991): 119-136.


**ForR 15**, State of Medicine in Germany, 328-329, **Nikolaus Heinrich Julius**. On 29 Nov. 1827 Thomas Carlyle wrote that Julius was engaged for work of this type. The writer is clearly German, and clearly an M.D. Eileen M. Curran, *VPR* 24 (1991): 119-136.


Volume 1, Apr 1828


ForR 25, Modern Roman Festivities, 542-551, Unknown.

ForR 26, Republican Confederacies of the Middle Ages, 551-562, Andreas Staehle. possib. Henry Crabb Robinson apparently understood that Staehle contributed to this issue; this article appears to be the best candidate. Eileen M. Curran, VPR 24 (1991): 119-136.


ForR 31, Necrology, 652-655, Unknown.


---

Volume 2, Aug 1828


ForR 35, History of Italian Music and the Lyrical Drama, 21-41, Unknown.


ForR 39, Early Manners and Customs of France, 127-146, Unknown.


ForR 41, Importance of Hanover and the Netherlands to Great Britain, 166-175, Unknown.


ForR 43, Modern French Novels [Mme. St. Elme], 196-208, Unknown.


ForR 47, Necrology, 263-266, Unknown.
ForR 48, Continental Literary Intelligence, 266-270, Unknown.

Volume 2, Nov 1828


ForR 52, Izuela -- Ancient Guipuzcoan Dances, 334-342, Unknown.


ForR 55, Dumas -- Military History, 387-410, Unknown.


ForR 62, Necrology, 536-541, Unknown.

ForR 63, Continenal Literary Intelligence, 541-549, Unknown.

Volume 3, Jan 1829


ForR 68, The Politics of Italy, 126-146, Hunter Gordon. prob. John Graves (1841) wrote that Gordon had published an article on Macchiavelli in B&Fr -- no such article was published. Circumstantial evidence suggests that B&Fr was confused with ForR. Eileen M. Curran, VPR 24 (1991): 119-136.

ForR 69, Count von Bismark -- Cavalry Tactics, 147-168, Friedrich August Rosen. Advertisement for this issue cited Rosen as an author; this is the only article which could be by him. Eileen M. Curran, VPR 24 (1991): 119-136.


ForR 72, Italian Comedy, 190-216, Antonio Panizzi. Advertisement for this issue claims Panizzi as a contributor. This article seems to have been written by an Italian. Eileen M. Curran, VPR 24 (1991): 119-136.


ForR 75, Necrology, 262-265, Unknown.
ForR 76, Continental Literary Intelligence, 266-272, Unknown.

Volume 3, Apr 1829

ForR 77, Russia, Turkey, and India, 279-322, Unknown.
ForR 78, Symbolism and Mythology, 323-339, Unknown.
ForR 83, Brunswick and Hanover, 475-489, Unknown.
ForR 84, Guizot -- English Revolution, 489-525, Unknown.
ForR 86, Necrology, 556-562, Unknown.

Volume 4, Jun 1829

ForR 87, Eloquence of the French Bar, 1-41, William Wallace. Correspondence between Fraser and T. Crofton Croker points to Wallace as the author of this article.
ForR 94, Niebuhr -- Historical and Philological Tracts, 173-197, Unknown.
ForR 98, Continental Literary Intelligence, 249-256, Unknown.

Volume 4, Oct 1829

ForR 102, Müller’s Dorians, 322-345, Sir George Cornewall Lewis. Lewis to K. O. Müller, 10 Aug. [1829]: ‘I have written an article on the Dorier for the Foreign Review, & it will probably appear in the next number.’ Thanks to Dr. C. A. Stray for pointing out this letter. (12/07)


ForR 105, Modern Italian Comedy, 408-438, Antonio Panizzi. Writer is Italian; this is the article promised in ForR 72. Eileen M. Curran, VPR 24 (1991): 119-136.

ForR 106, History of the Cid, 438-454, Unknown.


ForR 109, Continental Literary Intelligence, 519-525, Unknown.

Volume 5, Nov 1829


ForR 111, Pinder’s History of the Diamond, 52-56, Unknown.

ForR 112, The French Cabinet, 56-64, Unknown.


ForR 117, Niccolini’s works, 180-187, Antonio Panizzi. prob. Proposes future article on ‘Italian tragedy generally’; Panizzi had already written 2 articles on Italian comedy. Panizzi’s ‘strong’ language: a most impudent forgery’ (186; see ‘impudent forgeries’ in #42, p. 178, by Panizzi). (08/06)


ForR 120, Count Raby -- Abuses in Hungary, 223-234, Unknown.

ForR 121, Short Reviews of Books, 235-266, Unknown.

ForR 122, Continental Literary Intelligence, 266-270, Unknown.

Volume 5, Mar 1830


ForR 125, Baron Cuvier, 344-380, Robert Edmond Grant. Replace an earlier attribution to David Brewster with Robert Edmond Grant. ODNB. (08/06)


ForR 127, Rudhart’s Life of Sir Thomas More, 391-419, Unknown.


ForR 129, Ecclesiastical Power in France, 461-492, Unknown.

Degeorge, Frederic. Andre Fortin says he contributed to ForR (Frederic Degorge [Lille: 1964], 24). Degeorge lived in England briefly, returning to France sometime in 1828. No contributions have yet been identified as his.